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Introduction
On the onset of the project, both Alek and I agreed, that it seemed overwhelming
due to the scope of Java knowledge and experienced needed to create this type
of Developer Tool. It is my belief that with more time to research and test ideas,
we could of developed an end product that would be very usable but in the haste
of development a lot of bridges were crossed that in hindsight could have been
avoided and cost us precious time for the true development of this tool. This was
also due to the large learning curve to learn Java, research its libraries, and the
many 3rd party tools available.
While writing this documentation, it is my hope that we will have the beginnings
of a viable tool that can be developed further with reusability.

Research - Droid Draw & Other Libraries
Code license:
GNU General Public License v2
Last updated August 10, 2009.
Research led to studying DroidDraw since the code was available on-line and
it could also be decompiled easily (if necessary). After completing and
understanding how to design the Java interface, the main focus shifted to the
actual code development. At first, it seemed it might go quite easily with prewritten code to look at but became pretty intense because of the amount of
code and the desire to understand what the developer did.
DroidDraw consisted of eight folders, of which the ui folder, that contained all
the *.png files, and the org folder which contained all the classes, where of the
most interest since it contained what were the inner workings of DroidDraw.
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The “main” files in DroidDraw were:

Main.jave contained “main” , as expected and loaded all the components.
What was strange was that DroidDraw was almost (minus main) a repeat of
main.java in the sense it loaded all the image files, etc. AndroidEditor was
used to set up the GUI interface with the correct “phone” background choosen
for JPanel. Originally the main focus was in studying main.java to learn how
the interface was setup, how the developer loaded his images, and set his
listeners up. But in the end this was a great waste of time since he had broken
up his code so much that it took many hours to connect all the code and
understand what he did.
For example within DroidDraw there were four folders with several classes
that were developed for each application.

Within the gui folder there were approximately twenty-five classes which
defined the different gui interfaces for DroidDraw. In widget, which defined
all the classes to create a widget, there were about thirty classes defined for
each type of widget. So it is easy to see where many hours were spent.
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In the end, it was difficult to use the pre-existing code because of the time
constraint of trying to understand all the code and the fact that we went with
using SWF components because it offered several “widgets” that we were
interested in using. The developer of Android used JPanel, JLabels, etc. from
swing.
It would have been much better to just start from scratch and develop the tool
from online snippets as it is what we ended up doing. So, in all, almost two
and half weeks was wasted studying DroidDraw; o.k., not a total waste of time
because it generated a lot of ideas and also an understanding of what was
available in the Java libraries. We also learned that you could not “directly”
drag and drop (dnd) a component but had to create your own classes to create
this affect. All the dnd documentation always dragged and dropped textual
content.
While researching libraries, we came across the nebula library which had a
nice looking gallery which was used for the development of the interface.
http://www.eclipse.org/nebula/widgets/gallery/gallery.php
This is a great source for sample codes and was very useful for development
of the interface.

Developing the Interface
The one element of DroidDraw that we did not like was its “archaic” look and
feel as opposed to the MobiOne Interface Designer which seemed more
“modern” and had a cleaner look and feel. DroidDraw was chosen for the
main basis of the project, based on its functionality (it worked) and the fact
that the source code was available. We choose to try and create the same look
and feel we had with MobiOne.
The first major task was to make a better user interface with the correct
components. Using many available components online the interface was
made using the following components:
DroidDraw Package - http://code.google.com/p/droiddraw/
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Nebula Gallery Widgethttp://www.eclipse.org/nebula/widgets/gallery/gallery.php
Java.swt - http://www.eclipse.org/swt/
The user interface went through three revisions as the first try did not
produce the look and feel that was desired. The original design was based off
of the MobiOne Interface.
The Object Panel

In the original design developed two classes, JTabbedPaneMain and
JTabbedPaneFrame. JTabbedPaneMain contained the code to run the Java
Application.
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In the end the object panel morphed into the same look as the original design
but the objects were split into two categories to group the most common
objects together. Many of the objects shown on the Object Panel were not
available on DroidDraw and it was the intent to develop the code to include
these components.
The main shell for the components was developed using SWT and the Nebula
widgets. Both Aleksandar and I developed the interface, exchanged code, and
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ended up with the final product. The second phase of the IDE looked like the
figure below:
Second Design of Interface Builder

FINAL Design of Interface Builder

The Layout Panel
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The original idea behind the layout panel was to allow the developer to not
only choose the main layout for the objects but to also show a sample of the
layout in “action” (a sample picture) and a written explanation of the layout to
make it more user friendly. At this present time it is not as “user friendly” as
we would like but it serves its purpose. We both agreed that we would like to
improve the samples.
First Try:
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Layout Panel in Interface Builder (second build of interface)

Aleksandar felt that the properties window should execute on the opening of a
new file, this made a lot sense, so the properties tab folder was moved out into
its own window. The user is then allowed to choose the Main Layout for the
objects and what type of device they wish to emulate.
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In addition we added a color chooser panel to change the colors for the
components.

Screenshot of Interface Builder with New File Opened
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Developing the Code
To start this next step, an analysis of the existing DroidDraw code was done.
What each class accomplished, how each piece was written and how we could
use this to develop our own code. This step was and is by far the most tedious
step. Although, the code itself was readily available it was extremely time
consuming to read through all the code itself and connect all the pieces
together. In all, it was what was expected (as far as how it was built
structurally) and much of the code still needs to be examined. This route was
too tedious and it was decided to develop our own code and use what was
learned from DroidDraw for reference.
To date the following has been coded:
• New Interface
• Menu Items
o File -> New
o File -> Open
o File -> Save
o File -> Save As
o File -> Close
o Help -> About
• Object Panel
• Properties Window
• Emulator
• Add Object/Delete Object
• Tracking of Objects
We could develop the XML using a hierarchy structure (binary tree) which
would allow us to implement the generation of any interface with its
associated layouts; this would also include containers or components that had
their own associated layouts. We still need to code all the classes for each
object and create the correct associations with the XML. The properties class
needs to also be created. At this time we have partial properties list and the
objects are tracked by using a fixed array.
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Class Definitions
The following Class Definitions have been created:

We still need to clean up code using a packages, class definitions and
functions.

Objectives Accomplished:
Original Objective:
To develop an Interface Builder for Android that is easy for developers to use
with little or no knowledge of xml.
The highlighted objectives have been met or are currently a work in
progress:
• Review current Designs for Interfaces and decide what our main design
will be (Storyboard)
• Develop Basic Interface with Associated Windows for Tool and
Properties
o Main window
o Window with Emulated Phone
o Properties/Tools Windows
o Window for Objects (Graphical Components)
• Develop a Library of Objects (Graphical Components: buttons,
textboxes, etc)
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• Develop the Code behind the Interface (Java) – PARTIAL COMPLETION
• Generation of XML code
• Testing - TESTING ON CURRENT COMPONENTS HAS BEEN DONE

Task Outline
We were right on target with our original Task Outline even with the loss of
Ulysses at the beginning of the project. The amount of time we took trying to
study the different libraries and associated classes delayed our progress
greatly; in addition, we also decided to incorporate Ulysses part of the project
into the overall project between the both of us. The following is an outline of
our progress:
February 18 until March 4 - ONTIME
March 4 until March 18 - ONTIME
March 18 until April 1 - ONTIME
April 1 until April 15 – FALLING BEHIND
April 15 until April 27 – FELL BEHIND

Needs for Future Development
To DATE: Wednesday, April 28, 2010

•
•
•
•
•
•

Code Clean-up
Fix Layout Popup Window (better sample pictures)
Add a Horizontal Layout Option for Phone Emulator
Further development of available objects in Andriod
Development of classes for each object
Generation of XML
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• Completion of the Properties Class
• Complete Testing of Code
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